Objective: The External Review Panel (ERP) convened to discuss and determine Full Proposal decisions.
Meeting Date: Wednesday, December 9, 2015
Meeting Time: 9:00AM – 4:00PM Eastern Time

Number of LOI Invited to Submit Full Proposals: 13
Number of Full Proposals Approved: 4

List of Full Proposals approved:

Great Plains Tribal Chairmen's Health Board: Improving Pediatric Immunization Series Completion in Rural American Indian Communities

Medical College of Wisconsin: ¡Mejoramiento a la Salud Comunitaria para niños de Milwaukee (CHIMC)-Tome Control-INMUNICE! (Community Health Improvement for Milwaukee’s Children (CHIMC): Take Control- IMMUNIZE!)


Wayne State University: Leveraging Existing Health Systems and Community Infrastructure to Complete Pediatric Immunization Series in Urban Neighborhoods